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Electric Current   (pages 44–51)

Flow of Electric Charges   (pages 45–46)

Key Concept:  To produce electric current, charges 
must flow continuously from one place to another.

• Electric current is the flow of electric charges through a 
material. The charges must flow continuously, or without 
stopping.

• The rate of electric current through a wire is how much 
charge passes a place in a certain amount of time.

• The unit used for the rate of electric current is the 
ampere. The name can be shortened to amp or A.

• A current needs a path to follow. An electric circuit is 
an unbroken path through which electric charges flow. 
An electric circuit is always a complete loop with no 
breaks in the loop.

• If an electric circuit is complete, charges can flow 
continuously. If an electric circuit is broken, charges will 
stop flowing.

Answer the following questions. Use your textbook and the 
ideas above.

1. Read each word in the box. In each sentence below, fill 
in the correct words.

a. The continuous flow of electric charges through

a material is called .
b. An unbroken path through which electric

charges flow is a(an) .

electric current static electricity electric circuit
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2. Is the following sentence true or false? If an electric

circuit is broken, charges will not flow. 

Conductors and Insulators   (page 47)

Key Concept: A conductor transfers electric charge 
well. An insulator does not transfer electric 
charge well.

• Any material that an electric charge can go through 
easily is called a conductor. Metals are good 
conductors. Silver, copper, aluminum, and iron 
are metals.

• Any material that an electric charge has a hard time 
going through is called an insulator. Rubber, glass, 
plastic, and wood are good insulators.

• The rubber coating on an electric cord is an example 
of an insulator.

Answer the following questions. Use your textbook and the 
ideas above.

3. Complete the table about conductors and insulators.

Conductors and Insulators

Term Examples

a. rubber, glass, 
plastic, wood

b. silver, copper, 
aluminum, iron
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4. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about 
conductors and insulators.
a. Electric charge can flow easily through a conductor.
b. Electric charge cannot flow easily through an 

insulator.
c. Electric charge can flow easily through both 

conductors and insulators.

Voltage   (pages 48–49)

Key Concept: Voltage causes a current in an electric 
circuit.

• Charges need energy to flow through a wire. The energy 
that makes charges flow is called electrical potential 
energy. A battery, for example, creates an electrical 
potential energy in an electric circuit.

• Voltage is the difference in electrical potential energy 
between two places in a circuit. Another name for 
voltage is potential difference. The unit of measure 
of voltage is the volt, which is abbreviated as V.

• An electric circuit needs a source of energy to have 
voltage. A voltage source creates a potential 
difference, or voltage, in an electric circuit. A battery is 
an example of a voltage source. An electric generator is 
also a voltage source.

Answer the following questions. Use your textbook and the 
ideas above.

5. The difference in electrical potential energy between 
two places in a circuit is called

.

6. Is the following sentence true or false? The unit of

measure of voltage is the amp. 
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7. The picture below shows an electric circuit. Draw a 
circle around the voltage source.

Resistance   (pages 50–51)

Key Concept:  The greater the resistance, the less 
current there is for a given voltage.

• Resistance is the measure of how hard it is for charges 
to flow through a material. The unit of measure for 
resistance is the ohm. The symbol � stands for “ohms.”

• How much current there is through a circuit depends on 
how much resistance there is. The more the resistance 
there is, the less current there will be.

• How much resistance there is in a wire depends on 
these four factors:
1. the material the wire is made of
2. the length of the wire
3. the diameter of the wire
4. the temperature of the wire

• If an electric charge can flow through either of two 
paths, it will flow through the path with the least 
resistance.
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is determined by

a.

of wire

b.

of wire

c.

of wire

Resistance in wire

Diameter
of wire

Answer the following questions. Use your textbook and the 
ideas on page 24.

8. The measure of how hard it is for charges to flow

through a material is called .

9. Complete the concept map about factors that 
determine resistance in a wire.


